"SNIQUE LOSES TO TECH TODAY"

According to Professor Prognosticator, 'Snique Hasn't a Chance to Win

"At 3 o'clock this afternoon the knell will toll for Technique," said Professor Prognosticator, crystal gazer and prophet of doom when interviewed by a reporter of THE TECH last night. "I see in my crystal a group of dusky urchins being smeared and ground into the dirt of an ignominious limbo. The phenomena will occur simultaneously with a great cataclysmic rumble signifying the close of the cosmic sphere."

THE TECH reporter upon hearing such prophecy further presented the incumbent of Delphi to narrate minuter details of the afternoon's happenings. The following is a play by play account:

First Quarter
THE TECH went on the attack and kicked off to Technique. Faithful received the kick and moving the ball down to the TECH landing down the field, scored and ran the in the opposite direction scoring a safety for TECH. The ball was brought out to the twenty yard line from which it was advanced to midfield by a series of line and screens in which Faithful and Robert featured. Technique then advanced a strong pass which was intercepted by Tech. Technique called time out after those pass attempts were made at the line and the ball was halted to the Snique 30 yard line. Technique called time out while the rest of the Technique football team, its biggest job Saturday afternoon. Only on a few occasions was the Technique team was able to stall the Engineers and forwards roll through a baffling array of line backs, and forwards called "Snique defense."

No yard was gained and the ball was handed receiver's"

Second Quarter
This score raised the wrath of THE TECH Michele making it 7 to nothing the Nelson, Walter and Walters prodded a touchdown as the period expired. Cherey converted the ball across the line. Ward kicked to kick goal. Scores. THE TECH 2; Technique 6.

When the ball was put in play on the TECH twenty yard line. A long run made by THE TECH right half was halted only when he was stopped over the forty yard line. Technique called time out. On the next play a touchdown was made due to Technique's failure to line up in time to stop a lightning like tackle play. Technique made its sixth replacement due to injuries after this play a few more points was netted by a forward pass over the goal line.

Technique received the kick and with some care he made only a few yards to the thirty yard line. Technique played the ball and kicked off to Technique. Technique recovered a fumble. With one yard to go Technique added one to the score. Technique was unable to respond to the referee's whistle and the game was called. Scores. THE TECH 15, Technique 6.

When it's Thanksgiving—and the teams are drawn up for battle on the gridiron—when the first touchdown goes over and the grandstands rock with frenzy

—have a Camel!

"The Burly"
Young man's swagger excells for winter wear

Walk-Over Shops

$7.00 and $8.50

When the real hands are playing to make your blood sing. And the cheer and aching songs swap back and forth between the opposing thousands of roots. When, following the same lead, a caller places down a卡片 with the outcome of the game. When the score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again, the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again. The score is up, and the score is down, the score is up again.

—Have a Camel!